Abstract. This paper initiates the study of adversarial topology inference with virtual network (VNet) embeddings in ISP networks. As an example, we sketch how to infer cactus graphs with VNet request complexity O(n).
Do VNet Embeddings Leak Information about ISP Topology?
i.e., the number of VNet requests which have to be issued until a given network is fully known to the adversary. Thus we study algorithms that "guess" the substrate topology H among the set H of possible topologies allowed by the model. Given a VNet request G, the provider always responds with an honest binary reply informing the customer whether the requested VNet is embeddedable on the substrate. Hence we assume that the provider does not use any means to conceal its network, e.g., by randomizing its binary replies. Based on the reply, the customer may then decide to ask the provider to embed the corresponding VNet G on H, or to continue asking for other VNet embeddings.
Cactus Graph Inference Algorithm. Cactus graphs are particularly interesting in the networking context (cf e.g., Rocketfuel networks, www.cs.washington.edu/ research/networking/rocketfuel/). Formally, a cactus is a connected graph in which any two simple cycles have at most one node in common. Or equivalently, every edge in the cactus graph belongs to at most one 2-connected component, i.e., cactus graphs do not contain diamond graph minors. The cactus discovery algorithm CACTUS is based on the idea of incrementally growing the request graph and adding longest sequences of cycles (in our case triangle graphs consisting of three virtual nodes, short: Y ) and chains (in our case two connected virtual nodes, short C) recursively. We first try to find the basic "knitting" of the "branches" of the given cactus. Only once such a maximal sequence is found for a branch, the algorithm discovers the detailed structure of the chain/cycle sequence by inserting as many nodes on the chains and cycles as possible. Intuitively, the nodes of a longest sequence of virtual cycles and chains will serve as an "anchor" for extending further branches in future requests: since the sequence is maximal and no more nodes can be embedded, the number of virtual nodes along the sequence must equal the number of substrate nodes on the corresponding substrate path. The endpoints of the sequence thus cannot have any additional neighbors, and we can recursively explore the longest branches of nodes discovered along the sequence.
Theorem 1. CACTUS discovers any cactus with optimal request complexity Θ(n).
Proof Sketch: The correctness of the algorithm follows from the fact that requesting a cyclic "motif" Y saturates a corresponding 2-connected component of the cactus graph, and k consecutive triangles (triangles having one common vertex, Y k ) can only be embedded on consecutive 2-connected components if k ≤ (i.e., they constitute anchors). Once we have identified the maximal k, j such that (Y k C) j can be embedded in H, we know that each of these Y k motifs capture the basic "knitting" of the part of the cactus branch and for each C of this knitting the next requests find the maximal k , j to replace it by C(Y k C) j . The time complexity then follows from assigning request costs to the cactus edges. The lower bound and asymptotic optimality is due to the number of possible cactus graphs and the binary reply scheme.
